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sidering the matter is to suppose the man or animal as form-
ing the axis about which the hands of the clock are rotating,
the head of either being in relation to the face of the clock.
lln this case man can be considered in the position natural
to him-the erect-and animals in that natural to them-the
all-fours-without any ambiguity as to the direction meant
if " clockwise " or " anticlockwise " be the terms used to in-
'dicate it.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.
Of all the methods of describing rotation which have been

-considered in this paper, the simplest appears to me to be
that of describing rotation in relation to a screw; for all that
'is necessary to avoid confusion in this instance is to state
that a right-handed male screw is under consideration. This
being clear, the direction of rotation either resembles a screw
entering or coming out of an object.
The next in order of simplicity seems to be the method by

which the direction is denoted by the terms " clockwise" and
"i anticlockwise." Simple as the method is, however, it be-
comes useless unless the relation of the object to the face of
the clock is clearly defined. This precaution possibly ought
not to be necessary, as the correct relation should be under-
stood; but I feel sure that the relation is not generally
understood, therefore it would be well to always make
this point clear in describing rotation according to this
mnethod.
There seems little to choose among the other methods of

describing rotation, for in order to understand what is meant,
they all require that the exact relation of the object to the
observer should be clearly defined, and that it should be dis-
tinctly stated whether the direction of rotation is being
described as it occurs in relation to the upper or lower quad-
rants of the circle described in the " all-fours " position, or in
relation to the posterior or anterior quadrants of the circle
described when the object happens to be in the erect
posture.

NOTE
I In the case of the clock right and left refer to the observer's right and

-left when he is looking at the face of the timepiece.

A NOTE ON THE OCCURRENCE OF MALTA
FEVER IN INDIA.

BY

A. E. WRIGHT, M.D., and SURG.-CAPT. F. SMITH,
Professor of Pathology, Army A.M.S.

Medical School, Netley.

'W7E have elsewhere' in a paper on The Application of the
Method of Serum Diagnosis to the Differential Diagnosis of
Typhoid and Malta Fever directed attention to the fact that
Malta fever probably prevails not only in the Mediterranean
basin, but also in India. We have since the date of the
publication referred to further investigated this question,
-and we have found confirmation of our conclusions.
In view of the importance of the question, and in view

further of the fact that public attention has recently been
-called (in Parliament and elsewhere) to the extreme pre-

valence of typhoid fever in an Indian station (Sabathu),
where, as our serum examinations teach us, Malta fever must
be very prevalent, we desire to be allowed briefly to refer to
the matter.
Our observations have been made on soldiers who have

recently been invalided home from India to the Royal
Victoria Hospital, Netley. A minute quantity of blood was
drawn off from the finger of each of these invalids. This
blood was diluted and was then examined in capillary sedi-
mentation tubes in the manner which was recently described
by one of us in the JORNAL.2
The results of our examinations are subjoined in tabular

form (see below).
In confirmation of the results which we have obtained by

the application of the serum test to the after-diagnosis of
these cases of continued fever, we may mention that many of
these patients have since their arrival in Netley suffered from
the ordinary sequelve of Malta fever (such as swollen testicle,
sciatica, and rheumatoid joint pains), and that others have
suffered from definite relapses of fever. Further, we may
direct attention to the fact that careful Indian observers have
described cases of " atypical typhoid " which presented a set
of symptoms and a temperature curve which we now know to
be almost characteristic of Malta fever. In this connection
we would particularly direct attention to an able report on
typhoid fever in India which was published by Brigade-
Surgeon Marston in the Appendices to the Army Medical
Report for I879.
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THREE CASES OF LOBAR PNEUMONIA
APPARENTLY DUE TO INFECTION.

By A. DOUGLAS HEATH, M.D.LoND., L.R.C.P.,
M.R.C.S.ENG.

HAVING regard to the increasing interest that cases of in-
fective pneumonia have excited of late years, I have thought
that three cases which came under my notice a few months
ago might be worth recording, as infection from one patient
to the other seemed clearly established. All three cases
occurred in the same house, and there had been no previous
illness such as influenza on which the pneumonia might have
been superimposed. The patients were stricken down within
a short time of each other. As far as one could tell, the onset
of the pneumonia in the second case was four days after the
onset in the first; and the rigor, which was the first sym-
ptom in the third case, occurred two days later. In any case,
therefore, if they derived the disease from the first case, the
incubation periods in the two patients subsequently attacked
could not have been longer than siix days. Until they were
prostrated by the disease, two of the patients had nursed the
one first taken ill. 'The midden system is in vogue in the
district, and these are situated outside the houses in a small
garden. Although I made inquiries, I was unable to hear of
any cases of pneumonia at that time in the vicinity of the

Table of Cases examined by Professor Wright and Surgeon-Captain F. Smith.

Highest Dilution
Whether had in which Serosedi-

Whether Served Suffered from mentation Effect
No. of Station from Regiment. previously in the Fever while on wasObtainedupon Remarks.
Case. which Invalided. Mediterranean. Service in the Micrococcus

Mediterranean. Melitensis of
Bruce.

Sabathu Black Watch No in I5o
2 9, No I in lo Higherdilutionsnottriedinthiscase,
3 Nowshera Argyll and Sutherland No iIin 200

HIi hlanders
4 Mleewa-Meer Somerset Light Infantry Yes, in I893 Yes I in I,oo0
5 ,. .. No r in 200
6 ,. ,, No i in 200o All these served in Sabathu before

7 ,,,Yes, in 1893 No 3Iin20
8 |, No I in 300 going to Meean-Meer.
9 ,,,, No Iun 250

l0* , Yes, in I892 No I in uSo J

This patient had enteric fever in Madras before he went to SabOthu.


